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ABSTRACT

The facile (FR) method for solving particle transport
problems Is reviewed. The fundamentals of the method are summa-
rized, recent developments are discussed and several applications
of the method are described 1n detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The facile (Ffj) method was Introduced by Siewert and Benoist*
In the context of neutron transport theory. In Ref. 1 the Piaczek
lemma2 was used to reduce finite and sem1-1nf1n1te problems In
plane geometry to Infinite medium problems for whieh solutions
were readily expressed In terms of Green's functions, as 1n the
complementarity (Cm) method^»*. The CR method uses finite
expansions to approximate the unknown angular fluxes 1n the
Green's functions solutions evaluated at the boundaries and a
projection scheme to obtain a system of linear algebraic equations
for the unknown expansion coefficients while the FR method first
projected the Gn.v's functions solutions onto a basis formed by



the generalized functions • U . v ) used 1n Case's method5»6,

obtaining a system of singular Integral equations and constraints

for the unknown angular fluxes at the boundaries7. These quanti-

t ies were approximated by f in i te power expansions and the result-

Ing l inear algebraic equations were solved with the use of a

collocation scheme**. Soon 1t was realized8 that the FR method

could be established 1n an Independent and more direct way by

using the completeness and full-range orthogonality properties^»**

of the generalized functions +(C»}i). One obvious advantage of the

Ffj method, apparent at the time of I ts Introduction, was the

simplicity of the matrix coefficients 1n the linear system which

were e f f i c i e n t l y computed by recursion relations1»8. Numerical

results for some basic problems8 Indicated that the FR method

could be used to obtain results with accuracy comparable to that

obtained from exact methods, with a reduced computational effort .

The purpose /* this work 1s to review the FJSJ method and Its

development dur r 1.he past f ive years since Us Introduction.

Section I I Is r ^ j r e d to a discussion of the fundamentals of the

method, Sectio s. l i l , IV, and V describe several applications of

the method and !i€ /.ion VI contains some concluding remarks.

We note t> i a discussion of the basic aspects of the FR

method has be \ Included in a recent review of neutron transport

approximations ."•»• Sanchez and McCormick .̂

I I . THE FN METHOD

In order to describe the fundamentals of the F̂ j method, we

consider the basic slab problem*»8 defined, for xe[0,a], by

3 c 1
V — * ( x t | i ) + * ( x , | i ) = - / • ( x , , i I ) d M

1 , ( 1 )
1



v>0,

and

•(a.-p) = 0, v>0, (2b)

where cc(0,l) and f(y) Is considered given. Frequently (e.g.,
shielding problems) one 1s Interested primarily In the exit
angular fluxes *(0,-p) and i|»(a,»i), ji>0, and Integral surface
quantities such as the albedo

A* * J"(O)/J+(O) (3a)

and the transmission factor

B* * J+(a)/J+(O), (3b)

where the partial currents are defined by

) (4)
0

The Interior angular flux <|>(X»M)» xc(0,a), ind associated Integral
quantities such as the total flux

1
( ) / K (5)

may not be of Interest at a l l . I t 1s 1n the solution of a class

of problems represented by the simple problem just formulated that

methods capable of dealing with surface qi>antU1es only (as the FR

method does) are more Important.

Rather than using the approach based on the generalized

functions 4>(Ç,n) and their completeness and orthogonality pro-

pert ies, as described 1n Ref. 8, we prefer to use here a more

direct wayl0 of deriving a system of singular Integral equations

and constraints for the unknown angular f luxes, b?sed on the

application of an Integra! transform to Eq. (1).



Following the procedure of Ref. 10, we change p to -p in

Eq. (1), multiply the resulting equation by exp(-x/s) and Inte-

grate over x from x. to Xp, with Osx^Xpia, to obtain

spB(p.s) - (p-s) / 2 •(x,-P)exp(-x/s)dx = ̂  •(s), (6)
Xl

where

B(ii.s) = *(xr-»i) - *(x2,-u)exp(-a/s) (7)

and

•(s) = / 2 •(x)exp(-x/s)dx. (8)
x l

Now, we m u l t i p l y Eq. (6 ) by (p -s ) , s 4 ( - l , l ] , and Integrate

over a l l p to f ind

» s / pB{p,s) ~ , (9)
1 s

where

cs ^ du
A(s) = 1 + - / — . (10)

2 -i »i-s

For S=+VQ, the zeros6 of the dispersion function \{,$), Eq. (9)

yields

Clearly, both sides of Eq. (9) are analytic in the complex s-plano

cut from -1 to 1 along the real axis. On letting s approach the

branch cut and using the Plemelj formulas^ we find from Eq. (9)

that



|\(v) i 1» £ 1 *(v) = v P / PB(i.,v) ̂ - ± 1»v
2 B(v,v),

I 2 J -1 |i-v

vc[-I,l]. (12)

where P means that the Integral must be evaluated 1n the Cauchy

principal value sense and

cv * dp
Mv) = 1 + - P / ~ (13)

2 .i |i-v

It follows from Eq. (12) that, for ve[-l,l],

v\(v)B(v,v) - — P / vB(v,v) — = 0. (]4)
2 _i ji-v

Equations (11) and (14) evaluated at x,=0 and *?'* y ^ e ^ tne

following constraints and singular Integral equations for the exit
angular fluxes *(0,-n) and

/ H*(O.-H) ̂ ~ + ̂ p(-a/v0) / ,,*(*,„) ~

1

D

v\(v)i|»(O

Cv

T

dp +

vo~v

cv
,-v) • T

exp(-a/v)

P/ l

/ \M
0

1
0 0

= exp(-a/vQ)

dp

V-JI

t)
*/

0

dp cv

V+JI 2 o

^ í l 5 a )

dn_

~ 7 (15b)

— (16a)
í O V +M ^ O V*V

and



cv 1 dp
vX(v)*(a,v) • — P / pt(a.)i) —

. 2 o v-|i-

cv * du
+ —• exp(-a/v) / p4»(0,-u) — s v\(v)exp(-a/v)f(v)
2 0 v+u

cv 1 du
+ — exp(-a/v) P / uf(u) — » (16b)
2 0 v"u

where ve[O,l]. At this point, the approximations^

N
•(0.-»») = I a

a
p
o(

2V-l) (17a)

o=0

and

N
•(a,n) = f(M)exp(-a/P) + I b P (2»i-l) (17b)

o=0

are Introduced In Eqs. (15) and (16) resulting 1n a set of linear
algebraic equations, for €=voul0,l], corononly referred to as F$
equations,

N N
I a B U ) + c e x p ( - a / Ç ) J b * i D s c H t ) (18a)

o=0 o*0
and

N N
I b aB aU) + c exp(-a/Ç) I a/jZ) * cJ(Ç), (18b)
as0 o=0

where

AJC) = / |.PJ2».-1) ~ , (19)
° 0 ''+l'

BJC) = c / ,.P (2|.-1) — , t=v0, (20a)



1 dp
B U) = 2X(ç)P (2Ç-1) • c P / |iP ( 2 J I - 1 ) -Z-% Ce[O,lJ, (20b)o a Q a c_p

1
I(C) s / tif(|i)S(a:|t,C)dp (21A)

0

and

1

0 ** '

with

S(x:|i,C) = ~

and

exp(-x/n) - exp(-x/Ç)
C(x:p,C) = . (22b)

We note that the f i r s t term on the right-hand side of Eq. (17b)

corresponds to the uncoil 1ded solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) . As

pointed out before-3, this 1s required 1n the event that f(n) has

a delta function contribution. Even when this 1s not the case,

experience has shown that the explicit use of uncoilided terms In

boundary flux approximations yields, 1n general, better numerical

results, especially for very thin slabs. Equations (17) are

expressed 1n terms of a Legendre basis P (2»i-l) that Is orthogonal

on jie[O,l] 1n order to avoid the occurrence of 1 Unconditioned

matrices that appear for N>20 (1n 16 decimal digit calculations)

with the use of the ini t ia l ly proposed* basis functions p™. The

basis P (2p- l ) 1s numerically stable even for very-high-order

(N>100) approximations. The functions Aa(e) and BJÇ) defined by



Eqs. (19) and (20) can be e f f i c i e n t l y computed with the use of

recursive relat ions which are given and extensively discussed

elsewhere*2.

I t 1s clear that Eqs. (18) const i tute an I n f i n i t e set of

l inear algebraic equations for the 2(N+1) unknowns {a } and {b } .

By using col locat ion, 2(N+1) of these equations are arbi t rar i ly

selected to match the number of unknowns. Several simple schemes

of choosing the collocation points have been used 1n practice. The

f i r s t of these schemes to be reported* was based on CQSVQ, €,=0,

C-** and the remaining points equally spaced on [0,1]. A variant

of th is scheme was proposed subsequently*4 and was found to yield

s l i g h t l y better numerical results when compared to the previous

scheme. I t consisted of £Q=VQ and

A few other schemes have been used*5 unti l the scheme £QSV0 and

was proposed^. The points given by Eq. (24) are the zeros of the

Chebyshev polynomial of the f i r s t kind TJJ(2X-1) which are known to

have nice Interpolation properties^, in actual fact», numerical

studies carried out for the problems solved 1n Ref. 12 Indicated

at that time that, the Chebyshev col location scheme, although

superior to the previously used schemes, was not an essential

too l . Recently, however, 1t was discovered17 that for problems

Involving anisotropy of very large order (more than about 80 terms

1n a Legenrlrr expansion of the scatterinq law) schemes based on

the /eror, of thf Cheb.yshrv polynomials of th«* f i rst <vid second

kind were required to obtain good numerical results, 1n tlit? sense



that no other collocation scheme has worked for these problems and

even a small perturbation (say IX) In either of the Chebyshev

schemes was sufficient to ruin the numerical results. In addi-

tion, It has been found that the scheme based on the zeros of the

Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind Uf|(2x-1) performs better

1n high order than the scheme based on the zeros of the Chebyshev

polynomial of the first kind TN(2X-1).

Once Eqs. (18) for C=Cg, B*O,1,« ••,!*, are solved, the

coefficients {a ) and {b } could be used to compute the exit

angular fluxes with Eqs. (17). However, these expressions

converge slowly for p-K) requiring a high-order approximation to

establish numerical results accurate to, say, five significant

figures for all jic[O,l], To remedy this situation, an Iteration

of the Ffj equations for t=pc[O,l] In the approximations given here

by Eqs. (17), has been proposed^. First the functions 8 (C)

defined by Eq. (20b) can be written as

(25)

where

• Ç »n(l +7JIPJ2Ç-1) (26)Pa(

and the polynomials 6 (C) are those discussed 1n Ref.» 12. Then,

substitution of Eq. (25) In Eqs. (18) for ç=ne[0,l] and use of

Eqs. (17) yields the Improved results for the exit angular fluxes,

all

1
X b A (,,) (?7a)
«=0 ° " J

and
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c r N
•(«.*) = f{|.)exp(-a/|.) • - | J (n) • I b U

1 v a=0
(H)

a=0

- exp(-a/w) l aoAo(P)J. (27b)

On using Eqs. (17) 1n Eqs. (3) It can be shown that the albedo and
the transmission factor are given respectively by

A = - (a0 • - ãj /O (0) (28a)

and

B* * [/ !.f(|.)exp(-a/H)dp • - (b0 + - b,)] /J+(0). (28b)

If Interior angular fluxes are desired, Eqs. (11) and (14) eval-
uated at x.=x and x~=a, Eqs. (2b), (17b) and the approxima-
tions^, for v>0t

H
• (X,-JI) s T c (x)P (?i«-l) (29a)

and

N
*(x,>.) = f(n)exp(-x/v) + I d (x)Po(2H-l) ' (29b)

o=0

can be combined to yield the first of the F^ equations that follow
(Eq. (30a)]. Similarly,.Eqs. (11) and (14) evaluated at Xj=O and
x?=x, Eqs. (2a), (17a) and (29) yield the second of the F^
equations that follow. Thus, for xt(O,a) and Ctvou[O,l],
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Cft(x)Ba(C) - c I d.<x)A.(e>
. o=0

N

a=0

and

í N »
c{l(x,C) - exp[-(a-x)/ç) £ W * 1 } (30a)

N N
I «L(i)B (C) - c I c (x)A U)

«=0 * * o=0 * •

í N í
= c|j(x.C) - exp[-x/çj l aaAa(C)}, (30b)

where

1
/ i J t j t p O l (31a)
0

and

1
J(x.C) « / Mf(|i)C(x:ii,C)dM. (31b)

0

On considering Eqs. (30) at the same N+l collocation points used
to solve Eqs. (18), a linear system of 2(N+l) algebraic equations
1s obtained which can be solved to find (c (x)} and {d (x)) for
selected values of x. Since the A (£) and B (Ç) that appear 1n
Eqs. (30) are the same as in Eqs. (18), the only new quantities to
be evaluated are I(x,c) and J(x,ç). Furthermore, the matrix of
coefficients obtained after Eqs. (30) are considered at the
collocation points Is Independent of x so that only one matrix
Inversion Is sufficient. An Improved approximation, alternative
to Eqs. (29), can be obtained by substituting Eq. (25) 1n Eqs.
(30) for ç=)ir.[O,l) and using Eqs. (29). The resulting expres-
sions, for y>0,
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(x,y) • I c (x)U (11) • T d , ,

a=0 * a o=0 ° °
N )

- exp[-(a-x)/ji] 2 b
o V * 0 } (32a)

and

c < N

• (X ,M)
 = fMe xP(~x/ l0 + - <J(x,)i) + 7 d (x)U (u)

2 * o=0
 a °

N N v
+ I c (x)A (M) - exp(-x/H) I a A U ) \ (32b)
a=0 a ° o=0 a a '

can be used to compute the Interior fluxes for selected values of

x. Having summarized the fundamentals of the Fjy method, we now

turn our attention to the description of several applications of

the method.

III. APPLICATIONS IN NEUTRON TRANSPORT THEORY

As already mentioned 1n the Introductory section this was the

first field 1n particle transport theory 1n which the FR method

was applied^»8. j n e one-speed half-space problem, for c<l and a=0

or 1,

3 c !
M ~ H*,v) + *(x,j«) = r / •(x.ji'JV • a, (33)

3x Z _]
4>(0,JI) = 1-a, ji>0, ' (34a)

and

11m <Kx,|i) = ~", (34b)
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was solved and numerical results generated by the FR method, with

Ns5, for the albedo were compared** to exact results expressed 1n

terms of Chanorasekhar's H funct ion 2 0 . Agreement of three or

sometimes four signif icant figures was observed. The one-speed

slab problem discussed In the previous section of this work, with

f(l»)=i'11» H=0,l ,«-- , WAS also solved ami numerical results obtained

with Ns5 for the albedo and the transmission factor were

reported8 . Results for the one-speed crit ical slab problem (with

f{y)=O and c>l) and for the flux distortion in two typical

two-media problems were )1so reported 1n that same art icle8 .

After this f i rst application 1n plane geometry, the F/y method

was used to solve two basic one-speed neutron transport problems

1n spherical geometry21. A known techn1que22 was used to reduce

both problems (a c r i t i c a l sphere and the albedo problem for a

sphere) to pseudo-slab problems. Numerical results generated by

the Ffj method, with Ns6, were reported and compared with results

from other methods. Agreement of four or five significant figures

was observed. The one-speed crit ical problems for a slab with a

f in i te ref lector^ and for a three-region slab reactor?** were also

solved and Ffj results (with Ni7) accurate to f ive significant

figure.:, were reported for the c r i t i c a l half-thickness. The

disadvantage factor for a twu-region reactor cell24 and a four-

region test problem25 complete the 11st of one-speed neutron

transport problems In plane geometry that have been solved with

the FR method.

In regard to energy-dependent problems, Siewert and Benoist^G

developed a technique to reduce neutron (or photon) slow1ng-down

problems 1n the multigroup formulation to a sequence of one-group

problems Involving only boundary angular fluxes. The following

description summarizes their technique and serves also to I l lus-

t rate how the FN method can be derived with the use of the
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generalized functions •U,u) and their properties. Assuming

Isotropic scattering, the multigroup transport equation for

neutron si owing-down In plane geometry can be written 1n scalar

notation as26.27

a 1 1
•^z.M) «f^(z(|i) r °11 / *i(z

|35)

where 1 and j denote group Indices, a. Is the group 1 total cross

section, o.i 1s the transfer cross section from group j to group

1, <|><(z,|i) Is the group 1 angular flux and t..(z) 1s the group j

total flux. Assuming a non-multiplying slab, ze[-d,d], and the

boundary conditions, for p>0,

j j (36a)

and

^(d.-lO = R 1 ( P K (36b)

the solution for group 1 can be written as^6

1 1 1-1
+ / A^v^^v.jijexpi-ii^/vjdv + - I •1J*ij(z.M). (37)

where A.(tv.) and A,(v)' are expansion coefficients to be deter-

mined from the boundary conditions,
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• j K i O = - c iV Pv (-—) + (1 - c^v tanh^vWv-y). (38b)

Here c^ s°^/«< ar|d v̂  Is the positive zero of the dispersion
function

A1(Z) = 1 • I c,z / 4 j . (39)

*
In addition, <tij(z,ti) represents a particular solution of

i 1 1
() • K)— •(z,u) • o.tKz.n) = - *,. f •(z.ii'Jdii' + pAz) (40)

so that the last term In Eq. (37) Is a particular solution of Eq.
(35). Clearly, ••.(z.ji) can be expressed 1n terms of the
infinite-medium Green's function basic to Eq. (40) as

d
•ijU,»!)*/ GjU'-^nHjU'Jdz'. (41)

Now, In view of the full-range orthogonality property^

1
tt-n / Pt^.pl^íf.cIdK = 0, (42)

where •£, iÇ'cP.=v,u[0,l], It Is easy to show

1 r 1 1 - 1 * 1

^ ^ ^ (43a)

and
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= A^ON^Çjexpí^a^/ç), (43b)

where N.(±Ç) are normalization factors^. The unknown expansion
coefficients Ajf+t) 1n Eqs. (43) can be eliminated, resulting 1n

1
/

where «,22o,d and

^ (45)

On Inserting Eq. (41) evaluated at id 1n Eq. (45) and using the
explicit expressions6»26 for the Green's function 1n terms of
•](£•)>)» It follows that

d
W ^ t ç ) = -expda^/t) / •j(z)exp(ío1z/e)dz, (46)

which allows Eq. (44) to be written as

1 1
/ ii^fCtiOM-d.-iOdn + exp(-i./c) / rtA-t^Ad.tfdv
0 . 0

1 1-1
= l^U) • - i I 0^ 1^(0 (47a)

and
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1 1

o . * 1 o

where

1

1
/ p^1(c,p}R1(p)d|i( (48a)

1
/
O

1
/ |i#1(€9|i)L1(|i)d|t, (48b)

d
/ •jUJexpl-ajZ/ejdz (49a)

and

d
" exp(-o.d/Ç) / •1(z)exp((»1z/ç)dz. {49b)

Equations (47) are a system of singular Integral equations and

constraints for the unknown boundary fluxes <|>.(-d,-n) and 4>.(d,ji),

p>0. On the right-hand sides of Eqs. (47), the functions U^(Ç)

and V.(ç) are expressed 1n terms of the known boundary conditions

by Eqs, (48) and the summation terms represent slow1ng-down

contributions from all previous groups J<1. By solving the

problem for one group at a time, starting with group lf 1t may be

assumed when considering group 1 that the solution for all J<1 has
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been found so that • . • ( z ) , j < 1 , are available. I t Is clear that

• j ( z ) could be used In Eqs. (49) to.compute al l required I««

and J J J ( C ) , however Siewert and Benoist26 were able to express

4*\*i and J n ^ ) 1 n t e r m s o f 9r(>up j boundary angular fluxes by

suitable Integrations of the transport equation. The results of

their analysis, summarized by Eqs. (32) and (35) In their paper26,

allow the problem to be formulated completely In terms of boundary

quant i t ies. This avoids the need of finding Interior solutions

which, as mentioned before, are not desired In most shielding

problems. Two sample problems were solved with the fy method to

test the developed theory1?. Substitution of the approximations,

for p>0,

N
•1 ' * 1 P exp 1 p ^ a 1 a o

and

N

0=0 '° a

1n Eqs. (47) and evaluation of the resulting equations at Z, ,

B=O,1,-",N, yields the system of linear algebraic equations,

N N
1 , a i , f t I V K i l i , p ft i , o a » i , p

<t—\j

and

N N

o=0 ' ' " ' ' «=C

1-1
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which must be solved to find the coefficients {a. ) and (b. >
required 1n Eqs. (50). Note the similarity between Eqs. (18) and
(51), the only essential difference being the presence of siowing-
down terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (51). Of course,
I<4(C< a) a n d J H ( ? ' a) c a n ^ expressed In terms of the coeffi-
dents (a. ) and {b, } , j <1 , known after the J=l,2 ;-«-.1-1
problems are solved1'.

The f i r s t sample problem consisted of a 16-group albedo
problem with group 1 neutrons Incident Isotropically on the
surface z=-d of a 1 cm-thick slab. I.e.,

, « 1 t l ( 5 2 a )

and

= 0 , (52b)

for ji>0. In order to facilitate data handling and to effectively

test the established solution, an artificial cross-section set^

was used to describe the slab material. The second and more

realistic sample problem was a 10 cm-thick Iron slab subjected to

an 1sotrop1c source of gamma radiation Incident at z=-d In the

first of 19 groups spanning the energy Interval 50 keV-1 MeV.

Accurate F^ results were reported for the exit angular fluxes

•j(-d,-jj) and ^(d.y), ji>0, and for the albedos A^ and the

transmission factors B. for both problems. The FR results for the

albedos and transmission factors (thought to be accurate to within

±1 In the fifth significant figure) were compared to discrete

ord1 nates results generated by the 0TF69 code?**. The conclusion

was that the DTF69 results for both problems were satisfactory,

especially when one considers typical uncertainties associated

with Input data (cross-section sets). However, a deterioration 1n

the DTF69 results for some groups with strong absorption was
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observed, Indicating that an Increased number of spatial nodes and

discrete directions would be required by the 0TF69 code In order

to achieve a higher degree of accuracy In these groups. It Is

well known that discrete or d 1 nates methods have difficulties In

the presence of strong absorption and/or optically thick slabs

(the so-called deep penetration problems). On the other hand, the

observed convergence of the Fj| results revealed that this Is

precisely the most favorable situation for the FJJ method, In the

sense that accurate results can be obtained with a small N.

Numerical results obtained with the F« method described here have

been used by Sanchez and NcCormick to test a developed solution to

the Inverse problem 1n mult1 group diffusion theory29.

Following Its first application to multigroup problems, the

F|s| method was extended to Include the effects of anisotropic

scattering 1n si owing-down mu It 1 group problems^ described by the

basic transport equation

a l 1 L
v T 4,.(z,,i) + C.*.{Z,M) = - X I • « « W P . d O ^ ,(Z), (53)

where «^ j(Jt)=«»^P^(Ji), with 0j.(O)slf denote coefficients In

Leyendre expansions of the transfer cross sections, $, t(z) denote

Legendre moments of the group J angular flux < K ( Z , H ) and the

other terms have their usual meanings. The method was' applied to

a non-multiplying slab, ze[-d,d], and boundary conditions of the

type given by Eqs. (36). A generalization of the technique

discussed in Section II was used to obtain the FR equations, for

ftB. (C) + c f'xp(-i /f.) I b] A (C)

1-1
I "ij^jiO (54a)
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and

N

1-1

" °1 1 C * j=l

where «,=2o.d, the functions Aj Q ( C ) and Bj a(C) are appropriate
generalizations10 of Eqs. (19) and (20), I^t) and J^C) are given
In terms of the known boundary conditions10 and l.AK) and J(4(C)
are siowing-down contributions to group 1 hat can be conveniently
expressed10 In terms of boundary angular fluxes for all j<1
groups. A collocation scheme based on the positive zeros v. ,
m*0,l,"»,r.-l, of the dispersion function^0

1 } *v r ,Aj(z) = 1 • — CjZ / G.(|i,n)——, z([ 1,1], (55)
• 2 • _i ' n~z

where

L
Pn(Jt)g1 .(z)P.(v). (56)

and the Chebyshev points given by Eq. (ZL was used to solve Eqs.
(54). In Eq. (56), g^ ,(z) denote the pc /nomiais Introduced by
Chandrasekhar^0 and extensively studit by Inônü^l. Several
efficient methods for computing th zeros v, have been
reported1^*?, Qnce Eqs. (54) are soU i the exit angular fluxes
can be evaluated with the use of approp iate generalizations10 of
Eqs. (27) and the Interior calculation If needed) can be done by
following the approach outlined 1n Sect m II. A 20-group albedo
problem with 10-th order Ipqendre expans ns of the transfer cross
sections was used to test l.he F^ solution10. The FR results for
this problem were compared to results found with the method of
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discrete crdinates28; essentially the same level of agreement
present In the Isotropic case12 was also observed 1n this case.
All other conclusions stated previously for the Isotropic scatter-
ing test problems were found to be true also for the anisotropic
case. In a final generalization of the FR method for siowing-down
problems 1n plane geometry, the method was extended to handle
multislab problems with L-th order anisotropic scattering^. {n

short, a technique was developed to solve the multislab problem
for one slab at a time and Iterate the solutions on adjacent slabs
until numerical convergence was achieved. Numerical results found
with the Ff| method for a 5-reg1on, 20-group albedo problem with
10th order Legendre expansions of the transfer cross sections and
compared to results obtained with the method of discrete
ord1nates28 demonstrated the merits of the proposed technique.

Finally, two papers have reported F^ solutions to one-speed
problems 1n spherical and cylindrical geometry. In one of these
works34, the radiation field due to a spherical shell source
located at rQ In a finite sphere of radius R was computed.
Following a previous work-*5, the solution to the Integral trans-
port equation for the flux p(rQ;r),

c R
rp(rQ;r) = - / r'p(ro;r' HEjdr-r

1 j) - E^r+r'Hdr'
0

+ T - [E,(|r-rol) - Ej(r+r0)], Osr,rosR, (57)
0

where

1
E,(x) = / (l/v)exp(-x/v)dv, (58)
1 0

was expressed as
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P(ro;r) = — [•(rQ;r) - •(rQ;-r)] , OSr.rgSR, (59)
0

with •(rQ;r) being related to the solution of the pseudo-slab
problem, for -R$r,rQsR,

a c 1
H — •(ro;r, | i) • * (r o ;r^) = - / •(r ( );r,,.')<V • *(*-rQ) (60)

and

•(ro;+R,±H) = 0, »»>0, (61)

by

1
*{rQ;r) = / •(r£);r,).)dH. (62)

As the problem was reduced to an equivalent slab problem, the Ffj

solution proceeded 1n the standard way as used In plane geometry**.

Numerical results for the flux p(rQ;r) were compared to exact

results obtained by Case's method; a F5 solution was found to be

accurate to 5 or 6 significant figures for all cases studied. In

the other work36( the FR method was used to compute the critical

radius and the flux distribution for a bare cylinder of Infinite

length. The one-speed Integral equation^ for the flux distribu-

tion 1n the absence of extraneous sources was written as

1 2•(*•) = / (Vv) •{r,H)dj,, (63)
0

where

= c[K0(r/i,) / té(t)I0(t/i.)dt

• I0(r/,,) / t*(t)K0(t/,.)dt (64)
r J
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and IQ(X) and KQ(x) denote modified Bessel functions. By d i f fer -

ent iat ion of Eq. (64) I t Is found that * ( r , | i ) sa t i s f i es , for
| ic[0,l ] and re[O,R], the pseudo-problem

[I L / r L \ . 1-1 •(r>l l ) = . c ; Cl/it" )2*{rtV' )dt,',
Lr ir \ irJ n*J Q

(65)

11m *(r,p) < • (66a)
r-K)

and

K^R/liWR.lO + p K0(R,p) ~ • ( r ,H) | r = R = 0. (66b)

The solution to Eqs. (65) and (66) can be expressed as?2»36

•( -v o , H ) ] I o ( r /v o )

1 ,
+ / A(v)[t(v tM) • • ( -v , ^ ) ] l o ( r / v )dv j , (67)

where +(+£,fi), tcP=VQÜ[0,l), are the same generalized functions as

for plane geomet ry^ f iv» are the zeros of the dispersion

function represented by Eq. (10) and A(vQ) and A(v) are expansion

coeff ic ients to be determined. The fu l l - range orthogonality

1
( C - n / ii*(C,n)*(C',|i)dM = 0 (68)

-1

was used^6 to deduce from Eqs. (66b) and (67) a singular Integral

equation and a constraint for the unknown function *(r,p) at r=R,

f

x K1(R/M)/[I1(R/C)K0(R/|i)]>»(R,M)cl|i = 0, ÇrP. (69)
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The approximation

2 M

= H I Va. (70)

with aQ normalized to -1, and a collocation technique were used to

reduce Eqs. (69) to a system of linear algebraic equations and a

critical condition for a , a*l,2,***,M, and the critical radius R

which were solved Iteratively36. Once {a } ano R were found, the

flux é(r) was readily computed Uy relating the expansion coeffi-

cients 1n Eqs. (67) to the coefficients of the approximation

given by Eq. (70). Accurate numerical results for the critical

radius R obtained with Nsl9 In the Ffj approximation were found to

agree perfectly with previously reported results from other

methods37»38. Recently, the method has been extended to solve the

albedo and the Internal source problem for a bare cylinder of

Infinite height3?.

IV. APPLICATIONS IN RADIATIVE TRANSFER

Following U s Introduction In neutron transport theory*, the

Ff| method has been applied extensively to the solution of radia-

tive transfer problems. The first of these applications^^,

considered the equation of transfer^ for a plane-parallel

atmosphere, T E [ 0 , T 0 ] ,

v *— I(T, M) • I(t,M)

(71)
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where t Is the optical variable, y 1s the direction cosine of the
propagating radiation measured with respect to the positive
x-axis, « 1s the single-scattering albedo, f (with fnml) are
coefficients 1n a Legendre expansion of the phase function and
I(x,p) Is the radiation Intensity, plus the specified boundary
conditions, for y>0,

I(O.n) = fx(v) (72a)

and

I(to , - | .) = f2(n). (72b)

By expressing the solution of Eq. (71; 1n terms of appropriate
generalized functions •(C«it)30»41 arUj following a procedure
analogous to that used 1n neutron transport theory**, a system of
singular Integral equations and constraints for the exit distribu-
tions 1(0,-y) and I (TQ, IO, y>0, was developed. The exit distribu-
tions were approximated by

N
I(0,-H) - I a y (73a)

o=0

and

N
I(to,i«) = I V ' " . (73b)

and, by means of a collocation scheme, the system of singular

Integral equations and constraints was reduced to a system of

linear algebraic equations for the unknows (a } and {b }. The
a a

method v*as also extended to solve Eqs. (71) and (72) for multi-

layer systems^?. Numerical results for the albedo and the

transmission factor for a 6-layer, L-8 scattering model problem

were reported and compared to ANISN results^. The effects of
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reflective boundary conditions and emission were Included 1n a
subsequent paper*4 which considered the problem defined by the
equation of transfer20»43, for TC[-A/2,A/2J,

—

• \ I (2Jt+l)f.P.(v) /
2 ji=O * * -1

,„,
where T( i ) 1s the temperature distribution In the medium and a Is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and the boundary conditions, for

•

+ 2 p? / H'H-A^.-n'idii1 (75a)
1 0

and

) P2

, 1
W H ' I { A / 2 I ' )d|*', (75b)

where T , E , ps and p , a=l or 2, are respectively surfacea a a a
temperatures, em1ss1v1t1es, specular and diffuse reflectivities.
By considering the case of A constant temperature distribution and
surfaces with the same reflection properties, the solution I(i,n)
was expressed as a combination of the solution for a symmetric
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problem and the solution for a source-free problem**. The FR
equations deduced for this problem differ from the Fty equations
deduced for problems not Involving reflective boundary conditions
only by the Inclusion of a few extra terms In the coefficient
matrix [compare, for example, Eqs. (30) of Ref. 14 to Eqs. (26) of
Ref. 40]. Numerical results generated by the FR method for the
partial fluxes at the boundaries,

1
q (iA/2) = /

0
(76a)

and

q'(tà/2) =/
0

(76b)

were reported for several combinations of <•>, ps and p . Applica-
tion of the method to multiregion problems with reflecting
boundaries has also been reported^4.

After these scalar applications, the Fjj method was
general 1zed*5,46 i0 include the effects of polarization In the
azimuthally Independent equation of transfer for a combination of
Ray1e1gh and 1sotrop1c scattering 1n a plane-parallel atmosphere.
The basic equation?0, for xe[0,t0],

/

where £(i.|i), with components 1
the polarized radiation field and

and I (T,JI), characterize

3

9(H) S -

cv
2 • i(l-c)

(78)
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and the boundary conditions, for u>0,

) (79a)

c

and 1 1

1 1

1
/ n'lfTQ.ii'Jdii', (79b)
0

where F, with components F, and Fr» Is assumed given and XQ Is the
coefficient for Lambert reflection at the ground, define the
problem. By writing the solution 1n terms of the generalized
matrix functions •(C,p)47 as

| ( T , H ) = A(no)*(no,n)exp(-i/no) + At-nQÍJÍ-nQ.iOexptt/nQ)

1
+ / J(n,i«)A(n)exp{-t/n)dn (80)

and using the full-range orthogonality properties of the functions

•(C,n)47t a system of singular Integral equations and constraints

for the unknown surface Intensities was deduced^. The

approximations^, for

N
1(0,-n) = Q(|.) I a/* (81a)

«=0 •

and

1 N

I(to,l.) = - i(p-H0)ejcp(-T0/p0)£ + Q(M) Z b / (81b)

were used to reduce the problem to a system of linear algebraic
equations for the unknowns {a } and (b }. Several cases were
considered and numerical results reported^ for the Stokes
parameters^
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I(t,p) * I,(*»i») + Ir('«>i*) (82a)

and

Q(t,lO * I^t.i») - Ir(t,n) (82b)

at the surfaces T = 0 and T=tQ and for the albedo

A* * 2[pn(F • fJ)'
1 J i»I(0,-M)d»i (83a)

u * o
and the transmission factor

B* = 2[no(F, + Fp)] / |iI(tQ,M)di». (83b)
0

So far, the development of the FR method In radiative
transfer has been directed to applications in plane geometry.
There Is» however, a paper*** dealing with the solution of the
equation of transfer In spherical geometry for the case of a point
source located 1n the center of a f ini te sphere. Following a
previous work*9, the problem was reduced to an equivalent pseudo-
slab problem and the techniques developed for plane geometry could
then be applied to find the reported*** Fjy solution.

One of the more important generalizations of the FR method
for radiative transfer studies 1n planetary atmospheres was the
extension of the method to solve a class or azimuthally dependent
problems^,15,19 represented by the equation of transfer^, for
«[L,R] f

a

- !L 2" l , r o , o
''« 0 -1 ''
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where 4 1s the azimuthai angle measured with respect to a refer-
ence angle • , p(cose) represents the phase function given In
terms of the scattering angle 8, S(t) Is an Internal source and
the other symbols have been defined before. By considering phase
functions that can be expressed In terms of a truncated Legendre
expansion, I.e.,

L
p{cose) * X (2ji+l)flPl(cose) (85)

and the boundary conditions, for ji>0 and +e[0,2w],

i i o ) ^ ^ ) • pj I(

2» 1
/ / » ( » O V H ' (86a)
0 0

and

I d 2 " 1

/ I(R,i.\*')<V<i*\ (86b)
"^00

the solution of Eq. (84) was effectively decomposed

• R(ji,*)exp(-T/,.) + Ip(t,ii), (87)

where I (t,ji) 1s a particular solution of

p — I(t,iO + I(t,».)
at

m L 1
- I (?JL+l)i,P.(|i) / P.(|-' )I( t.p' )rl|.' • S(i), (88)
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R(|i,+) 1s a function of the known terms In the boundary conditions

and I"Ü(T,M) and ^Tí'»»1) satisfy the equation of transfer

V ~ I(x,p) + I(T,,,)

I
ji=m

and the boundary conditions, for ji>0,

P\

1

•f I tfA+uWd») / r%')I(T,n')d,«\ (89)

+ 2*0,mpl / ^ ' K U - P 1 XJ».' (90a)

and

, 1
^ H ' l i R ' J d 1 (90b)

In Eq. (89), PT(v) denotes the associated Legendre functions and

fj»(jt-m)![(jl-Hn)! l"1^- In addition, In Eqs. (90), Ia(M) and Mo#

a*l or 2, are determined from the known terms 1n Eqs. (86). Once

the problem for I(T,>I,$) was decomposed Into* a set of

•-Independent problems for Î (t,ji) and Im(t,y), the generalized

functionsSO basic to Eq. (89) and full-range orthogonality

properties were used to deduce a system of singular Integral

equations and constraints for the unknown boundary fluxes which

were solved 1n the usual way by the F^ method^. Numerical

rrsults were reported for an atmospheric layer Illuminated by a

solar beam from above and nr, Isotropic distribution from below; «n

Internal source expressed by a third-degree polynomial 1n i and a
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9-term phase function based on the M1e theory for spherical
particles were used to define the problem. Recently*7, the sane
technique has been applied 1n the solution of some test problems
posed by the Radiation Commission of the International Association
of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics51. While no essential
difficulty was encountered In the solution of the proposed haze
problems, numerical difficulties were present In the solution of
the final system of linear algebraic equations for the cloud
problems formulated 1n Ref. 51. More 1s said about this In
Section VI.

The Ffl method has also been used to solve the complete
problem for the multiple scattering of polarized light In a
Rayieigh and Isotropicaily scattering atmosphere5?. The formula-
tion followed the work of Chandrasekhar^O, reducing the problem to
the solution of a three-vector problem for £(itti,+), with compon-
ents I^T.JI,*), Ir(x,p,*) and U(x,n,*), I.e.,

3
I* — I(t,ii,*) +

w 2* 1
= 7 - ' > 5(l'.*:i''.Oi{t.w'.*Wel*' (91)

and the boundary conditions, for n>0 and $e[O,2*J,

0)l (92a)

and

~ V» 1** " „ ~ 0 0
 v ~ TofM ••

where tc[0,-io], P(|i,$:p' ,•') 1s the phase matrix5?, F Is a
prescribed constant with components F , F and F^,
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£ . 1
~ 2

1
1
0

1
1
0

0
0
0

(93)

and the other symbols have been defined before. The fourth

component of the radiation field, V(i,ii,+), 1s uncoupled from the

three-vector £(1,11,4) and satisfies the scalar equation

3
— (5c-2) /
8* 0

2»
/
-1

and the boundary conditions, for ji>0 and +c[0,2*],

(95a)

and

V(to , -M,*) = 0. (95b)

As done by Chandrasekhar^, the three-vector problem defined by

Eqs. (91) and (92) was reduced to a •-Independent two-vector

problem of the form given by Eqs. (77) to (79) plus two

•-Independent scalar problems^ and the problem defined by Eqs.

(94) and (95) for V(tt|i,4>) was also reduced to two •-Independent

problems. Thus, as the azimuthal dependence of the .problem was

eliminated, the FR method was easily applied to the resulting

two-vector and scalar problems^^. Selected numerical results were

reported for the Stokes parameters corresponding to a typical

case52.

A class of problems that has attracted much attention in the

past f ive years 1r that of radiative transfer 1n 1 nhomogeneous

media. A review by Larsen^ discusses most of the work done on

this subject and addresses many of the controversial points that
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have been raised since the revival of this topic by MulUkin and

S1ewert$4. Here we limit our discussion to the application of the

Ff| method 1n the solution of the simplest of the considered

problems, namely a half-space with an exponentially varying

single-scattering albedo. Thus, we consider the equation of

transfer54, for x>0,

V £ I(t,H) • I(T,P) « \ « 0 exp(-t/s) / I(t,P')dH', (96)

where s>0, and the boundary conditions

11m I(T,H) < • (97a)

and

1(0,1») = Uv)> v>0> (97b)

where f(|i) Is given. Following Mul11k1n and Siewert54 the

solution of Eq. (96) that satisfies Eq. (97a) can be written as

1
l(*,n) = / A(v)ê (vt|i)exp(-t/v)dv, (98)

0

where the generalized functions +t(v,|i) are given by

•t(v,|i) = exp(-t/s)F(v,M) • i(v-n) (99)
0

with

F(V,JI) = - «n p(v) Pv I - a(v)«[p(v)-ji]. (100)
2 u Lp(v)-pJ

In addition,

p(v) = vS/(v+s) (101)

and

«(v) = »n p(v) tanh"
1 p(v). (102)
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As the generalized functions • (v ( | i) satisfy the orthogonality

relation54

1
/ ^ , (C.H)* t (Ç ' . - l»}<«i« = 0 , Ç, € ' t : ( 0 , l ) , (103)

1t Is easy to show that

1 1
/ i o U ^ 0 ( ) (104)

At this point, the exit distribution Is approximated In terms of
basis functions F (p) as

N
KO.-M = I a F (p) (105)

or=O
and substituted In Eq. (104) to y ie ld the F̂  equations, for

N
I a B |

a=0 a °

_ 1

2
0 P(O /

0
j 0 A \ 0 ^ (106,

where

B0(C) = / ^0(Ç,n)Fa(v)d,,. (107)

After collocation 1s used, a system of linear algebraic equations

that can be solved for {a } 1s obtained from Eq. (106). In Ref.

54, the case of an Isotropical ly Incident distribution, f ( | i )» l ,

was considered and 4-fIgure-accurate numerical results for the

albedo

A = ? / ) i I (0,-M)d| i (100)

n
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were reported for several values of se[l/2,2] and « Q B 1 . The

calculation was based on the basis F (p)=|ia and the positive zeros

of the Legendre polynomial PpN+2^^ were used as a co'locat*on

scheme. Numerical difficulties were reported54 when the method

was applied to a finite atmosphere, Tc[0,a]. In a subsequent

study, Larsen, Pomraning and Badbaro55 showed numerically that the

above method does not work for MQ«1 and large values of s (s>20),

but a modification Introduced by Garcia and S1ewert5ft allowed the

Ff| method to be safely used for all values of «« and s 1n the

half-space problem formulated by Eqs. (96) and (97). In short,

based on the form of the exit distribution I(0,-ji) that can be

obtained from Eq. (98), they proposed the use of the rational

basis functions p(v )/[p(v ) + M ] , where v are selected points.

Considering a version of Eq. (104) derived with the use of

transform techniques57 and valid for any C In the right half-plane

[Re(C)>0], Eq. (106) could also be extended for any Ç In the right

half-plane. By using four different collocation schemes that

depended on the values of <»Q and s (three of which Included

collocation points outside [0,1]) and by choosing basis points

{v ) and collocation points {Ç } always from the same set of

points, 7-f1gure-accurate numerical results were reported^ for

albedos originating from incident distributions given by f(n)=l

and f (ji)=«(|i-}i0). The method of Garcia and Siewert5^ was subse-

quently analyzed by Kelley and Muliikin5**. ^ar)y controversial

points regarding completeness of the generalized functions t (v,n)

and the unique solvability of Eq. (104) have been clarified 1n two

recent works 5^»^. j^ e f^ method has been extended to study

finite atmospheres with an exponentially varying albedo for single

scattering**! and half-space problems with scattering ratios which

are bilinear functions of the optical variable62.
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Additional radiative transfer applications of the FR method
that have been reported In the literature Include the computation
of X and Y functions63, the use of FR surface results to test
Inverse problem solut1ons*5,64-66 ancj preliminary results for the
classical searchlight problem for a half-space67.

V. OTHER APPLICATIONS

In addition to the numerous applications 1n neutron transport
theory and radiative transfer described 1n the previous sections»
the Ff| method has also been used to solve basic problems In
rarefied gas dynamics and kinetic theory and to study neutral
particle transport 1n plasmas. Shortly after U s Introduction,
for example, the method was used to establish a solution for the
flow of a rarefied gas between two parallel plates68. The
linearized 6GK model for the flow of gas In the z direction
between plates separated by a distance d was written as&8,69

i re • ecx L Z(x,cx) • Z(x,cx)

» »"1/2 /" exp{-c^2{x,cx)dcx, (109)
—CO

where r 1s proportional to the pressure gradient responsible for
the flow, e 1s the mean-free-time, cx 1s the x-component of the
molecular velocity c, and the unknown Z(x,cx) 1s given In terms
of the perturbation h(x,c) from the Maxwell 1an distribution by

[ Cy + cz)]cz h(*,c)dcydcz. (HO)
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Equation (109) and the boundary conditions, for cx>0,

Z(?d/2,±cx> = 0 (111)

define the problem. On letting ii=cx, t=x/e, «=2a=d/« and

Zh.M) - \ r9[x2 - 2 T H • 2 H
2 - «2/4 - 2Y(ttp)J (112)

the original problem was reduced6** to the problem defined by

v (,i) (,|) /" exp(-,»2)Y(t,|i)dH, (113)
JT .«

and the boundary conditions

Y(?a,±H) - !•(!«•«). H>0. (114)

Tne quantity of main Interest 1s the flow rate

Q(a) a . _ _ j j exp(V)2(t,H)dHdT (115)
rda _a _•

which was expressed68 In terms of Y(a,p) by

/ P ( ( V ) ( p | | (116)
a 0

Following Cercignani70, the solution Y(t,)i) was expressed In terms
of the generalized functions

•(v,,,) = n"1/2 v Pv ( — ) • »"1/2 p(v)«(v-,,), (117)
\v-ji/

where
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p(v) = , 1 / 2 fexp(v2) - 2v / exp(x2)dxl (118)
I 0 J0

by

-1/7Y{x,p) = A * L/á * J A(v)[*(v,!i)exp(-t/v)
0

+ •(-v,H)exp(t/v)]dv. (119)

As the generalized functions given by Eq. (117) obey the full-
range orthogonality relations

(v-v1) / » exp(-i» )*(v,iâMv',|i)d|i = o (120a)
- c o

and

/ H exP(-ii2)*(v,H)d». = 0, (120b)
- i r >

Eq. (119) evaluated at x=±a was used to obtain6** the singular

Integral equation

) /
0

* 2
= f \i

0

• 2 2
+ exp( -2a /v ) / ,i ( n + a ) e x p ( - / ) * ( v , H ) d » i (121)

0

and the r.onrtr^1nt

/ / , i )dM. (122)
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The Ffj method Introduced the approximation, for p>0,

Y(a,!i) = |i(n+a)e (a)exp(-2a/p)

N
+ y a [1 - (-l)o0(a)exp(-2a/n)]|ia (123)
«=0 °

1n Eqs. (121) and (122) and used a collocation scheme based on the

N positive zeros of the Hermite polynomial HpN(»i) to obtain a

system of linear algebraic equations^ for the unknown coeffi-

cients (a }. Note that the approximation given by Eq. (123)

reduces to the familiar approximation 1n terms of powers n" when

o(a)=O. For thin channels (2a<0.5), as the basis \ia failed, an

Improved (though more complicated) and efficient approximation was

obtailed with e(a)=l In Eq. (123). If Eq. (123) Is substituted 1n

iq. (116) the flow rate Q(a) Is given 1n terms of Ja^} and can be

computed once the solution of the linear system 1s found. In Ref.

68, numerical results were reported for a wide range of the

Knudsen number and compared to results from other methods7*»72.

The strong evaporation problem 1n kinetic theory73»74 has

also been solved with the Fty method7^. For a half-space, xe[0,«),

the problem was formulated mathematically by the linearized BGK

equation with one-degree of freedom74»7^,

(c+u) -- h(x,c) + h(x,c)
9x

r [1 + 2(C 2-1/2)(M 2-1/2)
-09

• 2cMjexp(-,i2)h(xf,,)d,,f (124)
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117
where c=(v)(-v(D)/(2RTa>) ' 1s the d1mens1onless shifted (molecular
minus drift) velocity In the x-d1rect1on, u=va>/(2RTJ

l/2<(3/2)1/2

and h(x,c) Is a perturbation relative to the downstream Maxwell
distribution, plus the boundary conditions

and

11m h(x,c) = 0 (125a)
X-*»

h(0,c) * 2c(uQ-u) + Ap + (c
2 - l/2)AT, O-U% (125b)

where uQ Is the (known) drift velocity at the boundary and Ap and
AT are the (unknown) fractional density and temperature changes at
the boundary» relative to the equilibrium values. The previously
found^ elementary solutions and the theory of Muskhel1shv1liH
were used 1n Ref. 75 to deduce a singular Integral equation and
three constraints that must be satisfied by h(0,c), ct(-»,»). On
Introducing the rational approximation,

b(0,-c) = [1 + 2uc + 2(u2-l/2)(c2-l/2)] 2 ^ f - ,
a=0 a

c>u and v f[-u,«), (126)

the system of singular Integral equations and constraints was
reduced, after the Hermite collocation scheme previously
mentioned^ was used, to a system of linear algebraic equations
for the unknown coefficients {a \, Ap and AT. It was reported?!*

o

that Fft numerical results found with Ns3 for Ap and AT showed a
4-f1gure agreement when-compared to exact results74. The method
has been generalized to solve the three-dimensional BGK model
version of this problem?**.
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Regarding neutral particle transport 1n plasmas, a topic of
Importance In fusion research, the FR method was used Initially to
study neutral hydrogen transport In a hydrogen plasma half-space»
tc[0,«), with constant temperature, described by the transport
equation??, for UE(-»,«),

u — *(T,U) + *(x,u) = c*"1/2 exp(-u2) /* •(t,u')du'f (127)

where x and u are dimensionless spa e and velocity variables,
Ce(0,l) measures the average fraction of hydrogen neutral-1 on
Interactions that Involve charge exchange and •(*»") 1S the
neutral hydrogen distribution function, plus the boundary
conditions

11m *(t,u) = 0 (128a)

and

*(0,u) = i(u-u0), u>0. (128b)

By using elementary solutions developed for a class of spatially

varying 1on temperatures (which reduce to previously used element-

ary solutions?** In the case of constant Ion temperature) and

associated orthogonality relations, a singular Integral equation

for the exit distribution t|>(O,-u), u>0, was established??. Thus,

the approximation

7 N
•(0,-u) = exp(V) l a u* (129)

and a Hermite collocation scheme6** were used to reduce the
singular Integral equation to a system of linear algebraic
equations for the unknown coefficients {ao}. Numerical results
for the albedo of neutrals indicated that the method performed



well except for c very close to one. The difficulties 1n this
case were similar to the ones encountered 1n the solution of the
1 nhcmogeneous problems discussed In the previous section and were
related to a spectral discontinuity^, in a subsequent paper^, a
rational approximation alternative to Eq. (129) and a special
collocation scheme were used to overcome these difficulties.
Accurate numerical results for the exit neutral partial flux at
the boundary were reported for an enlarged class of half-space
problems that Included reflection effects at the boundary. Several
cases Involving finite slabs with vetry general reflective boundary
conditions were also considered and solved 1n Ref. 79.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the previous sections we have presented the basic features
and discussed several applications of the FR method in transport
theory. In general, the procedure followed by the method can be
summarized 1n the following steps

1. Deduce singular Integral equations (and constraints 1f
necessary) for the unknown exit distributions.

2. Represent the unknown exit distributions 1n terms of
appropriate basis functions.

#
3. Use a collocation scheme to match the number of equa-

tions to the number of unknowns.

4. Solve the resulting system of linear algebraic equations
for the unknown coefficients Introduced 1n step 2 (plus
other unknowns, 1f present).

5. Compute the exit distributions and associated boundary
Integral quantities.

6. Repeat the procedure 1f Interior distributions and
related Integral quantities are desired.



Some coranents on the outlined procedure are necessary. While
In all applications of the method to date there has been no real
problem In carrying out step 1 (with the use of the Placzek lemma,
generalized functions and associate orthogonality properties or
Integral transforms of the transport equation) a number of
difficulties has been encountered 1n some problems regarding steps
2 and 3. For most problems solved, polynomial bases have worked
well, except of course the basis |i° In high-order, however there
are some Instances where they have fa1led55»77# in these cases a
clear Indication of the failure of the basis was always present
(usually as a lack of convergence or convergence to physically
unacceptable results) when all relevant parameters were varied
over the permissible ranges. This fact stresses the Importance of
performing extensive numerical tests 1n newly developed FR
solutions. In addition, It 1s Interesting to note that the
failure of polynomial bases has been systematically observed In
problems Involving spectral discontinuities and that the use of
more powerful basis functions (such as the half-space rational
functions^) alone does not, 1n general, solve the problem,
requiring simultaneous use of special collocation schemes.
Regarding step 4, experience has shown that the use of any
standard technique for solving linear algebraic equations, as for
example Gaussian elimination, was sufficient for the vast majority
of the considered problems. To date, the only problems that have
required the use of more sophisticated linear equation solvers are
the cloud problems mentioned 1n Section IV which have been
considered a major challenge to the method during the past two
years. Recently, however, a least-squares solution based on the
singular value decomposition technique^ has been found to perform
very well for these problems^.
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In summary, the F« method, though approximate, has been
capable of producing accurate numerical results with modest
computational effort for a large class of transport problems that
Includes several problems^, 56,61,62,79 for which no solution has
been found by purely analytical methods. As we observe that the
method has been Increasingly used In recent years, we hope this
review can be of value to new users who wish to Implement the
method.
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